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DISCREPANCY OF BEHAVIOR
OF PERTURBED SEQUENCES IN LP SPACES

KARIN reinhold-larsson

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Given p € [1, co), examples of sequences {«^}tcN sucri that for

any ergodic dynamical system {X, /?, m, T) the averages

1   N
AhM-jjJ2 ftT*x)

k=l

converge almost everywhere in all Lq{X), q > p, but fail to have a finite

limit for some function in LP{X) are shown. Also, sequences such that for

all ergodic dynamical systems the averages A\f{x) do not converge for some

function / e LP{X) for all 1 < p < co but do converge for all functions in
L°°{X) are shown.

0. Introduction

In this paper, sequences of natural numbers with the property that the aver-

ages along them diverge in some LP spaces and converge in others are given.

Emerson [7] developed a useful tool to produce such examples and Bellow used

it in [1] to construct sequences {h^cn that, for a fixed p, 1 < p < oo, axe
universally bad in Lq for 1 < q < p but universally good for all q > p . The

question of whether it is possible to produce sequences that are bad in L1 but

good in all LP for p > 1 and sequences which are bad in all LP for all p < oo

but good in L°° was not answered. The former is relevant when one considers,
for example, the sequence of squares, which is a good universal sequence in all

LP, p > I, but its behavior in Lx remains unknown to us at the moment.

Emerson's tool can further be used to produce such examples. The existence of
three types of squences are proved:

(1) for any p , 1 < p < oo, there are sequences {n^KcN which are univer-
sally bad on LP but universally good in Lq , q >p;

(2) there are sequences {nk}kcn which are universally bad in LP for all
1 < p < oo but universally good in L°° ;

(3) for fixed p, 1 < p < oo, there are sequences {«fc}fcCN which are

universally bad on Lq , 1 < q < p, but universally good on LQ , q > p ,

so that limjt-Kx, nk+x - nk = oo.
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From (1) one obtains sequences which are universally bad on L1 but univer-

sally good in Lq for all q > 1. Example (2) is the most curious because one can

get convergence of the averages for bounded functions but not for nonbounded

ones. The first two examples plus that of Bellow were constructed by starting

with a sequence of blocks of consecutive numbers which is universally good in
Lx and perturbing it by the right amount to obtain the desired result. Example
(3) shows that the block averages are not essential to the construction. More-

over, the sequence can be chosen so that the gap between consecutive terms

tends to infinity.
The results of this paper form part of the author's thesis. She would like

to express her indebtedness to her advisor, Professor Joseph Rosenblatt, for
suggesting the problem and for his helpful comments and advise.

1. PRELIMINARIES

Denote by (X, B, m) a probability space and F: X —> X a measure-

preserving point transformation. The tuple (X, ft, m, T) is called a dynamical

system. The point transformation F induces an operator on measurable func-

tions on (X, P, m) defined by F/(x) = f(Tx). By abuse of notation, both

of them are denoted in the same way.
Recall that a dynamical system (X, B, m,T) is "aperiodic" if the set of

periodic points has measure zero and the system is "ergodic" if F is an ergodic

transformation with respect to the measure m .

Definition 1.1. A sequence {nk}kc® e N is called universally good in LP if for
all aperiodic (ergodic) dynamical systems (X, B ,m,T) the averages

1   k

Akf(x) = IJ2T"'Ax)

converge a.e. for all / e LP(X), and is called universally bad in LP if for all

aperiodic (ergodic) dynamical systems the averages Akf do not converge a.e.

for some feLP(X).

The definitions of good and bad universal are related to the Conze's Principle

[6]. Fix a sequence n = {nk}kcm and 1 < p < oo. By Sawyer's extension

fo the Banach Principle, for any dynamical system (X, ft,m,T), where F
commutes with a mixing family of transformations (see [8]), if the averages

Akf converge a.e. in LP(X), p > 1, there exists a finite constant C, such that

m({xeX--^%T"'m\>'])iC^

for all / e LP(X). Therefore, one can associate to n a minimal constant

0 < C(n, p) < oo, such that

m({x€x:s|^sr"H>A})-c(n,p)^

for all / e LP(X), k > 0, and all aperiodic (ergodic) dynamical systems

(X,p,m,T).
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Theorem 1.2 (Conze's Principle). For any given sequence n = {nk}kc®, theasso-

ciated minimal constant C(n, 1) is finite if and only if there exists an aperiodic

(ergodic) dynamical system (X, ft, m, T) for which

.   N-l

lim - y T"*f(x)
JV—oo TV ^ V    '

k=0

exists a.e. for each f e Lx (X).

We will use the same notation as in Bellow [1]. Let 8 be an irrational

number, and define Te: [0, 1) *-* [0, 1) by Tg(x) = x + 6 mod 1. Define

k   1

(l.a) pk = ^-j mod I   and   Jk = [pk, pk+x) mod 1.

j=i J

Because of the divergence of the series £°1, l/J > f°r every x 6 [0, 1), there

exist infinitely many /c's such that x e Jk .
Given a family of pairwise disjoint blocks Bk, consider the elements of

Ufc=i &k arranged in increasing order without repetitions. This set can be

thought of as a sequence and will be referred to as the block sequence (J^li Bk .

Suppose {Dk} is another sequence of pairwise disjoint blocks and disjoint from
the Bk's such that both sequences intertwine:

..■[.........]...r,,.]..,[.........]....

Bk £>k &k+l

One can form the sequence (J^Li (Bk U Dk) which is called a perturbation of the

original one.
Let {Bk} and {Dk} be as above, and let lk = \Bk\ and dk = \Dk\.

Theorem 1.3 (Bellow [1]). Let Bk and Dk be as above. If the sequence UitLi-fffc
is a good universal sequence in LP and

then the sequence U£ti (Bk U Dk) is also good universal in LP .

This theorem illustrates how much a sequence can be perturbed such that the

resulting sequence has the same behavior. From it follows

Proposition 1.4. Let Bk and Dk be as above. Let lk = \Bk\ and dk = \Dk\.
Suppose 11 +-h 4 < Clk+i for all k, dk = cklk such that they also satisfy
zZT=iVk/k+i)p < o° and IZkLi c£ < °o • If U/t &k is a good universal sequence

in LP then the perturbed sequence Ufc=i(-#*:uAc) is also good universal in LP.

Proof. This proposition is an application of the previous theorem. Since

YX=i^k < °°> hm*:->ooQ: = 0. Choose fco so that ck < 1 for all k > ko.
Then

di + --- + dk < dj+'-' + dko-i    d^ + ■ ■ ■ + 4_2     4-i +dk
/. + ••• + /* ~    /.+•■• + '* '. + ••• + '*        'i+ ••• + /*

„ Cn     C/t_i     dt-i     dk     Co    ^lk-i
< -r- + —j-t + -f-± + -f = -^ + c^ + ck.x+ck.

lk 'k lk-l lk lk lk
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Since Er=i(4/4+1 )p < oc and ££, c£ < oo,

&U + - + 4J
The result follows from Theorem 1.3.   D

Theorem 1.3 has an analogous version for L°° .

Theorem 1.5. Let {Bk} be a sequence of pairwise disjoint, consecutive blocks

such that the sequence they define is good universal in L°° . Let {Dk} be a

perturbation of the Bk 's, and denote lk = \Bk\, dk = \Dk\. If

lim* + - + f*=0
k—>oo   lX + ■ ■ ■ + lk

then the perturbed sequence is also good universal in L°° .

Proof. Let (X, B, m, T) be an aperiodic dynamical system and / e L°°(X).

Let C = \jf=l(BkuDk), bn = I (Xi Bk n [0, n]\, and c„ = \ \Jf=l Dkn[0, n]\.
The averages

*'<*> - icTTibii   £ /"/«
1 L Jl «6Cn[0,n]

can be written as a convex combination of averages on the B^s and on the

Die's, particularly,

M€un,^n[°-'1]

wn -t-1„     t„
L       «€Ut=l^*n[0,n]

Observe that

-.—-;——— if k is the smallest integer such that

Bk is not contained in [0, n] and

c1=\ ^n[O,«]#0,

——-,-£-7-—   if A: is the smallest integer such that
/!+•••+ 4-1

Bk is not contained in [0, n],

BkD[O,n) = 0, andBk_iC[0,n),

where 0 < rk_x < dk_x and 0 < sk < lk. In the first situation, one has the
picture:

...[...]...[......]...[...]...f^r->n.].■■[■■■]■■■

Dk-2 Bk-\ Dk-\ Bk Dk
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and in the second:

0c-I

■ ■■[...]■■.[....■. j... jr>n... ]...[......... ]...[...]...

Dk-2 &k-\ Dk-\ Bk Dk

In both cases one has,

(\   r.\ Cn    ̂    ̂    +---+4-1 n(l.C) t- < -.-;-»0

by the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore,

lim ,    "     = 1   and    lim     C",   =0.
fc—oo 0„ + C„ fc-»oo C„ + 0„

Hence, since lim„_>00/Ijf/(x) exists a.e. for all / e L°°(X) and

]imn^oo(CnA°f(x)/(c„ + b„)) = 0 for all / e L°°(X), lixn^ A„f(x) also
exists a.e. for all / e L°°(X).   a

Remark 1.6. The argument used in Theorem 1.5 gives another proof of Theorem

1.3. Indeed, from (Lb),

\Anf(x)\ < j-^-\ABnf(x)\ + jJZ—\ADf(x)\.
On "T cn On -r Cn

Since the sequence UfcLi^fc is universally good in LP(X) and bn/(b„+cn) < 1,

it follows that sup„€N \A%f\ is weak (p, p). It suffices, then, to check that

snpn€n(cn\A%f\/(b„ + c„)) satisfies a maximal inequality because, by (l.c), the

averages A„f(x) converge a.e. for all functions in L°° . But

7^-1^/(^)1 < J^T E PVWI
"     " "       "ell-Af*,.,,]

<T-~—J— E \Tuf(x)\    (ifBk_xc[0,n}bntBkql[Q,n])
/! + ••• + 4_i        f^

ue[flml DiCtO.n]

Therefore,

sup r-£-4?/ ' < £ (tHf)' N/15 •
«€N 0„ + C„ p       -^ V M H-r- 4 /

Let {nk} be a sequence of positive integers. Reorganize the sequence into

blocks Bk and Ck such that \Bk\ = bk, \Ck\ = dk , the block 5fc is to the right
of Cfc_i and the block Ck is to the right of Bk :

■ ..[.........].■.[■.....]...[.]...

-8* Ct Bt+i

Then {nk} = U;tti(-#fc uQ). Suppose there are blocks Dk of integers such

that Dk n Ck = 0, |Z)fc| = 4 and, if C* = {nk , nk+x,..., nik+dk-{\ then,

DkC(nik, nik+dk).
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Corollary 1.7. With the above notation, assume that {nk} is a universally good

sequence in LP(X), p > 1, and that

~ /4 + ... + 4Y
EU+-+6J <0° lfp<0°>
k=l   v K '

or

lim -^-f- =0   ifp = oo.
k—ao bX + ■ ■ ■ + 4

F/zt?«, the perturbed sequence UkLi(-*4 uQui)^) is also a universally good

sequence in LP(X).

We leave it to the reader to check that the same arguments outlined in The-

orem 1.5 and Remark 1.6 work in this context as well.

Lemma 1.8. Let Bk = [nk, nk + 1, ... , nk + lk - 1] be blocks of consecutive
integers such that there exists r with lk > nfc_r for all big enough values of k.

Then, the sequence (J^=1 Bk is universally good in Lx.

This lemma gives the basic construction of a good universal sequence in L1.

See Bellow-Jones-Rosenblatt [3, Corollary 3] and Bellow-Losert [2, Corollary
3.3]. The next proposition gives a criterion by which to perturb a good universal
sequence in LP defined by blocks Bk to obtain a bad universal sequence in LP .

Proposition 1.9. Let p > 1, and let {Bk} be a family of blocks such that the
sequence defined by them is good universal in LP . Let lk = \Bk\, and assume
that 4 +-h 4-i < Clk. Suppose that in between the blocks Bk 's one can
insert blocks Dk 's of length dk such that dk = cklk, where ck < I for all k but

lim/^oo ck(k/ log2 k)xlp = oo, and such that, for all u e Dk , T$(pk) < l/k for
some 6 irrational. Then the perturbed sequence U£=i(-*4U At) is bad universal

in LP.

Proof. By Conze's Principle, it is enough to consider the dynamical system
(X, B, m,T) where X = [0, 1) with the Lebesgue measure and F(x) = x +

9 mod 1, 6 irrational. Let

(   i   ^1/p

fix) = ,     2l    „.)       *(0,1)(*)-
Vxlog2(x/2)y

Then / e LP(X). By construction of the Jks and pks in (l.a), if x e Jk and

ueDk, then Fe"(x) < 2/k , so

Since 4 < 4 and h H-\- 4-i < C4 , one has

h + ■ ■ ■ + 4 + 4 + • • • + 4 < 2(/i + • • • + 4) < 2(C + 1)4 = Clk.
Then

_'_ V^ fn stx\

>ck^^>A{^)'''-M^T-
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Since limA._>00cfc(A:/log2fc)1''p = oo and every point in (0, 1) is in infinitely

many Jk's,

SUP ti-;-3-j-z Y" Fflm/(x) = 00

k& (/, + • • • + 4 + 4 + • • • + 4) memuDt.u{BkUDk))

for every x in (0,1). Thus, C(U£li(i4 UZ4), p) = oo in Conze's Principle

and the sequence (J)t=i (Bk u A) is bad universal in LP .   D

2. Examples

Basic construction. By employing Lemma 1.8, one can construct blocks Bk of
consecutive numbers which are good universal in L1. Then, one can perturb

those blocks in the sense of Theorem 1.3 to obtain a sequence which preserves

the good universal property in an appropriate Lp space. See Bellow [1] and
Emerson [7].

Fix q > 1 and a sequence {ck} with Ylh=i cl < °°- Then construct the

blocks Bk and Dk as follows: let nx = 1, /] = 1, u\ = 1, 4 = 1, and
proceed by induction. Suppose nx,... , nk_x; lx,... , 4-i; Dx, ..., Dk_x;
4 , •••, 4-i have already been defined. The block Bk will consist of 4 con-

secutive numbers, Bk = [nk, nk + l,... , nk + lk- I], where nk is chosen to
the right of Dk_i and 4 is taken so large that it satisfies:

(a) 4 > "fc-i >
(b) 4>^-4-i >/. + ■■• + /*-..

Condition (a) guarantees that the sequence defined by the blocks Bk is good

universal in L1. As in the Proposition 1.4, set 4 = cklk, and let Dk consist
of 4 numbers to the right of nk + lk. Then, the sequence Uitti(-#A: UDj) is
good universal in Lq .

Example 1. In the basic construction above, let the blocks Dk consist of the first

4 numbers to the right of Bk such that Tg(pk) < l/k, for a fixed irrational 6.

For a fixed p > 1, take ck = (log3 fc/fc)1/" . Then, for all q > p, Y.T=i cl<0°-

Therefore, IJfcLi(5*: u At) is a good universal sequence in LP . But since

lim cfc(A:/log2A:)1^ = oc,
k—>oo

the new sequence is bad universal in LP by Proposition 1.9.

Example 2. Build blocks Bks and Dks as in Example 1, but now let 4 =

4/log/c. Then, limfc_oc(4/4) = 0. So, by Theorem 1.5, the sequence

UjtLi(Bk U At) is good universal in L°° . However, for any a > 0,

lim tj-;—^-j-rr^a = oo.
Ar^oo (h + ■ ■ ■ + 4 + 4 + • • • + 4)

This forces the sequence to be universally bad in all LP , p < oo . Indeed, let
0 < a < 1 and

[0        if x = 0.
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Then / € LP(X) for all 1 < p < 1/a. By the construction of the blocks Dk ,
f(Tu(x)) > (k/2)a for all x e Jk , u e Dk . Therefore,

I.+- + 4H-V- + *      S      f(T"(x))
«€|j;.1(^uDy)

_4_mQ

~ (/i + ---+ 4 + 4 +••• + 4) V2J
And by the above, this diverges as k —► oo . Consequently the maximal function

for / diverges a.e.

From Theorem 1.3 it is clear that the blocks Bk need not consist of consec-

utive numbers. However, the sequence [jken Bk should be good in some LP

space. Following this idea, one can construct sequences with gaps going to infin-
ity with good behavior in some LP(X) spaces and bad behavior in others. Mate

Wierdl has conjectured that, if {«*:}a:cn is a sequence whose gaps increase to

infinity, then the sequence is bad universal in L1. This example is interesting

in connection with this conjecture.

Let [x] denote the integer part of x , i.e., [x] e Z and [x] < x < [x] + 1.
Also, let {x} denote the fractional part of x , i.e., {x} = x-[x]. The following
proposition gives a crude estimate on the gaps of a certain type of sequences.

The argument is due to Rosenblatt.

Proposition 2.1. Let 6 e (0, 1) be irrational. Then there is a constant C(k) > 1,
depending on k and 6, such that the gaps of the sequence

{mj}j^ = {neN:{nd}<l/k}

are bounded by C(k)k, that is, w7+i - mj < C(k)k for all j.

Proof. Let M e N be the first number so that {MB} e (I/2k, l/k), and denote
Afo = -[M6] e Z. We will estimate mj+x - mj. Fix j and let N = -[ntjd].
Then

M0 + M9e(l/2k,l/k)   and   N + mj6 e (0, l/k).

Then, for any R e N,

R/2k <N + mjd + RM0 + RM6 <(R+l)/k.

If R < k - 1 , then N + ntjO + RM0 + RM6 < 1. But if R > 2k, then
N + mjd + RMo + RMd > 1. Let RQ be the first integer number in [k - 1, 2k]
such that N + mjd + RqM0 + R0Md > 1. But then

KN + mjd + R0M0 + RoMd

= N + mjB + (Ro -l)Mo + (R0 - l)M6 + M0 + M6

< l+Mo + MB < l + l/k.

This means that mj + RqM is an element of the sequence (ms). Therefore,

mj+i - mj < R0M < 2Mk . Put C(k) = 2M.   U

Example 3. Let {nk} be a universally good sequence in LP(X), p > I, with

gaps tending to infinity, i.e., nj+i - n}■■ -+ oo as n —* oo. Let <pk = C(k) • k

be the bound for the gaps of the sequence {n e N: {nd} e (0, l/k)} as in
the above proposition. With the notation preceding Corollary 1.7, organize the
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sequence {nk} into blocks Bk and Ck with \Bk\ = bk and \Ck\ = dk. These
blocks are constructed inductively in such a way that

(2.a) bk > kbk_i   and   4 — bkak

and such that, if «, e Ck , then

(2.b) nM - «, > A(pk .

Choose the blocks Dk in the following way: for each «, e Ck, choose an

integer u e («,-, ni+x) such that Tu(pk) e (0, l/k) and 4M> {"*:}) > k. This
can be done since the sequence {n: {nd + pk} e (0, l/k)} has gaps bounded

by q>k, the length of the interval («,, ni+x) is at least 4<pk, and ^ > k by
Proposition 2.1. As in the previous examples, the sequence Ufc=i(-*4 UQ UZ)fc)

is universally good in L9(X), g > p, if 2~Z;t=i a* < oo . Also, it is universally

bad in Lq(X) if limjt_>00Q/t(A:/21og2k)x/q = oo because the same arguments

in Proposition 1.9 apply to this case.

Taking ak = (log3 k/k)x/p , the sequence USttiC^fc UQU Dk) is universally
good in Lq(X) for all q > p and universally bad in LP(X). Also, if {nk}

is universally good in all LP(X), p > 1, and ak = log3 k/k, the sequence

{Jk^i(Bk uQu Dk) is universally good in all LP(X), p > 1, but universally
bad in Lx.

Consider the sequence {n2}^ . This sequence was shown by Bourgain [4,

5] to be universally good in all LP , p > 1. However, its behavior in L1 is

still unknown. The above example gives a method of perturbing any sequence

with gaps going to infinity and which is universally good in all LP spaces,

p > I, such that the perturbed one will also have gaps going to infinity and be

universally good in LP for all p > 1 but universally bad in L1. This result

was also shown by Wierdl [ 11 ] by a different type of perturbation.
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